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This has been a challenging year for South Africa and our arts, and
it is for this reason that we look forward, with great joy, to the fifth
Teksmark. Not only did we receive a record number of entries this
year (122), but this creative market also provides an opportunity for
many more playwrights to submit their work.
In times like these, it is our playwrights and artists who must take the
lead, say what needs to be said, and who must fill the creative and
magical theatre spaces with content that guides us and entertains
us. My sincere thanks to all the playwrights, directors, actors, and
technicians who help make this possible. You give life to Teksmark. To
Lara Foot and the Baxter family: thank you for supporting the project
since its inception, and for helping to expand it. Many thanks to Cornelia
Faasen and NATi, who have become a crucial lifeline for so many artists,
not only with this project, but so many other productions and ventures.
May this Teksmark be a celebration of theatre and creativity and give us
all a new boost to face any challenge.
HUGO THEART
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR: KUNSTE ONBEPERK

With the coronavirus pandemic ravaging the globe and leaving the
arts and artists destitute, we are happy to welcome Teksmark back
to The Baxter at Level 1 restrictions, with all Covid-19 protocols
observed.
While what we do, and how we do things may be different, our
commitment to Teksmark and the nurturing of young artists, writers
and storytellers remains unchanged. Welcome to all the participants
and guests of Teksmark. I would like to encourage you to become a
Baxter Coffee Angel (www.baxter.co.za) and help us to ensure our future
financial sustainability, as well as that of the arts.
LARA FOOT
CEO AND ARTISTIC DIRECTOR:
BAXTER THEATRE CENTRE
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It is almost unimaginable that we met at Teksmark 2019
just a year ago. The plans and exciting ideas and new
playwrights that were formed there, feel like a lifetime ago.
And yet, in the blink of an eye.
Enough has been written and said about how difficult the past
year has been for the arts, and specifically theatre, but it is
important to stop for a moment and acknowledge that we really
need each other. The number of enquiries that we received
about whether Teksmark will continue this year, was remarkable.
It became a beacon for people at the end of an awfully long,
dark tunnel. And from the beginning, Hugo and I said that
Teksmark will continue. Regardless of the format – we will bring
together our small theatre family and we will rise from the ashes
of this year. We will come up with new ideas and our writers
will, as always, point us in the right direction. We will make plans
and we will survive. No matter how difficult. Because, if we have
learned anything this year, it is that a world without theatre –
and specifically live theatre, is a very dull and boring place. An
almost meaningless place.
NATi is extremely proud to present Teksmark with the KKNK and
the Baxter. To be able to spread our wings and embrace other
language communities. The theatre is the one place where old
dividing lines, divisions and subdivisions no longer matter. What
matters, is that we are still here. And that the theatre will be
here forever.

CORNELIA FAASEN

CEO: NASIONALE AFRIKAANSE TEATER-INISIATIEF

TEKSMARK 2020
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!Nau and ander drama
BY JOLYN PHILLIPS

The lives of three women, Bientang, Narina and Lydia form the basis of
the overarching theme that connects this drama: The !nau, an Attaqua
ritual where one moves from the liminal to the transcendental. The
sea, the cave and the Kamma-kan Kamma river bind these women. The
characters navigate between language, voice, sound, culture, and identity
for reconciliation. Phillips’ Bientang, a collection of poems, is used for the
purpose of creating a poetry drama. !Nau asks the question: how does
one become last?
Jolyn Phillips is a writer, musician and playwright from Gansbaai in
the Western Cape. Her collection of short stories, Tjieng Tjang Tjerries
and other stories, won the HSS Award for Best Fiction in 2018. This
volume was also adapted in collaboration with Jason Jacobs, as a play
that was nominated for a kykNET Fiësta for Best Translation of an
existing work. Her poetry collection Radbraak, wins the UJ Prize for Best
Fiction and her second poetry collection Bientang was released in July
2020. Phillips’ involvement as a composer, poet, and singer in Woorde
op Akkoorde led to a Kanna nomination for Best Emerging artist. This
production was also nominated for a kykNET Fiesta and a Woordtrofee
for Best Music-driven production. Phillips works in Johannesburg where
she teaches Afrikaans at the University of Johannesburg.

“Bientang Atta se kind
Skrik wakker
Ek praat saam met jou
Ek wil vir jou ’n storie vertel
Van waar ons almal vandaan kom
Hoekom jy met my waternaam sit
Bientang my kind skrik wakker
Ek moet jou my storie vertel
Ek wil hê jy moet my hart leeg skep
My kind jou Atta sy sink
Bodem toe skrik wakker
Voor almal van ons vergeet”
TEKSMARK 2020
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Al dra ’n aap ’n goue ring
BY MARGO KOTZE

Debbie, an elderly white woman, recently posted a problematic photo
of herself on Facebook. She is the most hated woman in the country.
Darren, a brown journalist, wants to get to the heart of the story. It’s
make or break. Debbie must prove to Darren (and South Africa) that
she is not a racist. Debbie calls in the help of her grandchild, Janie, and
hires a black actress to assist. She hangs Bafana Bafana flags, makes
Malaysian curry, plays the Marimba and quotes all that is a Tata Madiba
saying. Al dra ’n aap ’n goue ring is a light and comical look at people’s
obsession with transformation and political correctness.
Margo Kotze is a curious extrovert with an obsession for people’s stories.
If you say something funny or interesting within earshot, you can be
assured that she will write it into a scene somewhere. She obtained
her BA Drama degree at the University of Stellenbosch in 2018 and
completed her Honour’s degree in Writing under the guidance of Dr
André Gerber last year. Kotze is particularly interested in comedy and
farce as genres. Some of her most famous writing projects include
theatre productions such as Koek and Tert, MOS and Ode aan ’n One
Man Show, as well as radio work for RSG, namely Listen and Learn and
Takalani Sesame.

Janie: Wat. Dra. Ouma!?
Debbie: Dit is Shweshwe.
Janie: Dit is cultural
appropriation.
Debbie: Ag dankie, my kind.
Die vrou by die winkel het ook
gesê dit is baie tradisioneel.
SUIDOOSTERFEES NATI RISING STARS PROJECT
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Alleensaam
BY WIM VORSTER

Three characters deconstruct and analyse the existence of theatre
and the contribution the actor makes. The playwright’s part is also
considered and highlighted. Central to this play is the theme that theatre
is constantly fighting for a right to exist. The three characters illuminate
their pursuit, their dreams and ambition with the help of very short
excerpts from Caligula, Salome’s Last Dance and 120 Days of Sodom.
The latter is obviously not a play but was adapted into a screenplay.
More so, it also contains three poems to complete the threes. The work
is interwoven with references - as is the trend nowadays - precisely to
deal satirically with this practice. So essentially, it is satire, and hopefully
sometimes comedy, but with very dark undertones.
Wim Vorster studied BSc (1968 -1970) and then Drama (1971-1973) at
the University of Pretoria. In 1974 he was appointed at SUKOVS and from
1984 undertook freelance work, including the publication of a novel,
Kruisvaart; work on film continuity; radio work; translation for voiceovers on Miami Vice, Das Boot and Fiela se Kind; and appearances in TV
dramas and series. In 1989 Vorster was appointed Theatre Manager and
Literary Adviser at SUKOVS and in 1992 he received the Piers Nicholson
Prize for his contribution to the development of theatre in the Free
State. In 1993 he received an extraordinary Vita Award for his stage
adaptations and stage translations. His autobiographical one-man show,
Kuifman, was published in 2011, after which he moved to Heidelberg
in the Southern Cape. Vorster is still involved in script assessment,
scriptwriting, and translation, and serves on the KKNK’s Kanna Panel.

“Die spel is nie uitgespeel nie.
Wanneer alles oor is, sal selfs
die koffers and klere verwyder
wees and net die kaal verhoog
sal eensaam in die donker
kraak and kreun totdat die
volgende opvoering intrek.”
TEKSMARK 2020
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Askaria

BY DIANNE DU TOIT ALBERTZE
Askaria is a drama about three cellmates who participate in the Miss
Vlakplaas Prison pageant. Between all the preparations, they are
also confronted with the shame of their crimes. Karen was the only
breadwinner in her house, Stukkie has her people’s blood on her hands
and Magriet carries a mother wound. Political crimes related to the
Security Police and AWB are interwoven with a feminist lens in the
personal testimonies of each prisoner. Every woman has a damn good
reason why she is behind bars. No one has ever given them a chance in
life, this pageant is all they have.
Dianne Du Toit Albertze (25) is a writer and director from Springbok,
Namaqualand. They studied Drama at Stellenbosch University, and in
2018 completed their Honour’s degree in Directing. Albertze received
the Woordtrofee for best newcomer in 2017 (as part of a company) for
the production Kommapunt at the SU Woordfees. Albertze also received
three Kanna nominations in 2018, and won best emerging artist for their
one-man show Die Meermin Kompleks at the KKNK. Albertze receives
a Teksmark Writers’ Scholarship from NATi and the Free State Arts
Festival in 2018 and is nominated in 2019 for the Fleur du Cap Prize for
most promising student. They attend a writers’ residence, supported by
the Jakes Gerwel Foundation, NATi and Artscape. Albertze is currently
pursuing a Postgraduate Certificate in Education. * The pronoun ‘they’ is
used out of respect for the author’s gender diversity.

“a dog of war
’n hond van Apartheid”
Hy maak sy sletsappie
kla and blaf
No dogs allowed, spot ek
Sy glimlag raak grim”
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Bientang

BY RIANA SCHEEPERS
According to recounts, Bientang was the last strandloper woman
in the Southern Cape. Bientang is grumpy with everyone, but has
a supernatural relationship with animals, especially whales. In this
monologue Bientang is in the last phase of her life. She talks about the
realisation that in the time to come whales be hunted relentlessly. A
Dutch marine biologist, Adam tries to talk to Bientang because he is
sensitive to knowledge of the indigenous people, but he is scolded and
thrown with stones. Eventually, an understanding develops between
Bientang and Adam. Adam knows that Bientang’s primordial instincts
may be the key to save the whales.
Riana Scheepers is one of the most versatile Afrikaans playwrights.
Her books are top sellers in South Africa and abroad. She has received
several awards for her writing, including the ATKV Prose prize, FAK prize,
Eugène Marais prize and the ATKV Children’s Book prize. Her youth
novel Blinde sambok was filmed (with Hanneke Schutte as director
and screenwriter). The film is internationally acclaimed with six awards.
The Dutch translation of Blinde sambok was shortlisted for the Flemish
Kinderjurie prize (2004). In 2006 she received the Rapportryers Medal
of Honour and the Patrick Petersen Memorial Prize for her entire oeuvre.
For the cultural contribution that her collection of farm stories, Die
melkweg het ’n ster laat val, made in the agricultural community, she
received a special award from the Department of Agriculture. Her literary
work has been translated into Dutch, Spanish, French and English.

Ek het lank oor die see uitgekyk. Die walvisse was rustig,
hulle het liggies gedryf in die vlak water. “Wat ek vir
jou wil sê, is nie groot woorde nie, Adam.” “Ek luister,
Bientang.” Die Hollander het op ’n rots neffens my kom
sit, sy kop na my gedraai. “Jy is jonk, jy wil die wêreld
verander.” “Ja, ek wil,” het hy gesê. “Jy kan nie die wêreld
verander nie, Adam. Maar jy kán.” Die man het nie
geverstaan wat ek sê nie. “Wat bedoel jy, Bientang?” “Jy
nie kan keer wat gaan gebeur nie. Maar jy sál.” “Hoe?”
“Een mens kan min doen” sê ek vir hom, “maar één mens
is genoeg om iets te doen.”
TEKSMARK 2020
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But, Baby I love you
BY ANDRICO GOOSEN

But, Baby I Love You is a newly written two-hander set in the conﬁned
spaces of a boxing gym somewhere on the East Rand of Johannesburg.
It follows an ageing boxer, Seconds Khumalo, and his trainer’s son, Jerry
van Tonder. The play reﬂects on issues of masculinity, gender-based
violence, rape culture, and at the heart of it lies the theme of betrayal.
The play is fast paced, energetic and physical, and will be demanding on
both the performers and the audience.
Andrico Goosen is a multi-disciplinary artist. He is known as a theatre
and television actor, appearing in recent productions such as Kanarie
and Die Spreeus. In theatre he is better known as a puppet designer,
builder and manipulator. He recently started dabbling in writing and is
currently actively working to pursue this new path. Goosen never sits still
- he most recently co-produced a podcast series, The Story Animal, and
will also be commencing on the development of a documentary feature
ﬁlm and a children’s theatre production, Blomme vir Jupiter.

“No, I started boxing
because my father
boxed and my father
boxed because that was
the only time he could
get close to hugging a
white man and at the
same time, moer all his
kak out of him.”
SUIDOOSTERFEES NATI RISING STARS PROJECT
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Covid Moons

BY CLARE STOPFORD
Covid Moons explores the disorientation and personal pressures of
two young strangers trapped side by side in apartments by the sudden
lockdown. Through the wall dividing their balconies and across the
distance of social isolation, they manage to navigate a new relationship,
inspiring and guiding each other with creative resources they don’t know
they have. In this scenario, the power and wonder of the moon’s tidal pull
evokes the relinquishing to forces out of their control: they must yield to
seeming randomness while holding on to reality.
Trained as a performer, Clare Stopford acted for 12 years in mainstream
theatre as well as in productions that she workshopped and co-wrote.
Her first solo piece as director and writer was The Patchers, whereafter
she wrote and directed Last Trek as Resident Director at the Market
Theatre. Under the mentorship of Barney Simon, Stopford became a fulltime director often favouring new South African work. After 30 years
she did her Master’s degree and became a lecturer at UCT CTDPS, where
her passion for writing was reignited.

“It’s only the
beginning. This
is week one. So
much changed
in a week, who
knows where
else it can go?”
TEKSMARK 2020
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Die sondige sewe
BY NIËL RADEMAN

This cabaret consists of introductory rhymes for each of the seven
deadly sins, dialogue sections, speech and movement sequences, and
songs in which the master of ceremonies and the respective sins
introduce themselves. The master of ceremonies also represents the first
sin, Greed. The sins are by name: Greed, Pride, Sloth, Lust, Wrath, Gluttony
and Envy. The seven deadly sins are introduced in an entertaining way
with rhyme and song, thus confronting the audience with their own sins
and morals. This is a light-hearted, near-concert.
Niël Rademan is a theatre practitioner and obtained his Master’s in
Drama in directing (with a focus on the singing and speaking voice)
at the University of Stellenbosch. He produces and directs awardwinning music-driven productions ranging from children’s drama to
classical music: Wilde Willemientjie (Riana Scheepers), Die Kaapse
Kabaret (composition of lyrics), Die hamer van die Hekse (Brink), Die
heks (Leipoldt), Die Jakkalsstreke by Scapino (Molière), West Side Story
(Bernstein), Sound of Music (Rodgers & Hammerstein) and The South
African Sopranos. Rademan is also the assistant director of La Bohème
(Puccini) and Die Pêrelvissers and Carmen Petit (Bizet). He is known as
a singer-actor, producer, and arts manager. Die Sondige Sewe is his first
full-length cabaret.
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“Frederika Vraatsug,
’n lewensgenieter wat
blatant verslaaf is aan eet,
is die seremoniemeester.
Die kabaret speel af in
die Teater Aan de Braak.
Daar is ’n vleuelklavier,
bistro tafels, - stoele and ’n
mirror ball.”

Die Workshop
BY FABIAN RAINERS

Die Workshop is set in Old Buck Auto, a vehicle repair centre run
by mechanic-duo, Tony Koop-and-Verkoop Gusmundo and Ras Nige
Kammies. At first, Tony and Nige seem like ordinary mechanics who
care only for pistons, camshafts and petrol filters. In reality, these two
men spend their time debating globalisation, artificial intelligence and
identity politics. Their customers come not only to fix their cars but also
to make sense of the fast-changing world where every visit is a debate
that will make you think, question and laugh.
Fabian Eugene Rainers is a South African storyteller. A native to the
Eastern Cape that calls Gauteng home, Rainers grew up between Port
Elizabeth and Pretoria. He attended the University of Pretoria gaining a
BA degree. Soon thereafter, he joined the television production industry
and worked his way up freelancing on a variety of productions and
broadcasters. Fabian is also a cultural innovator working actively to
preserve South Africa’s rich oral storytelling legacy. Die Workshop is his
debut work as a playwright.

“At a deeper level,
kom die hele kar uit
die aarde uit. Human
beings create nothing.
Die aarde het geboorte
gegee aan die kar. Now
those are some deep
thoughts...”
SUIDOOSTERFEES NATI RISING STARS PROJECT
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Droomwerk

BY PIETER ODENDAAL
Petrus is hospitalised for depression while his forefathers visit him in his
dreams. His grandfather, an apartheid senator, died of lung cancer thirty
years earlier. Diana, a seventeenth-century slave girl in the Cape, wants
to walk back to Madagascar on the seabed. The doctor wants to apply
shock therapy. What will become of Petrus? And will his forefathers
come to rest? Droomwerk is based on autobiographical data, including
the senate debates of Piet Odendaal in the 1970s and the history of the
Odendaal family in South Africa. The play examines the consequences of
intergenerational trauma and the tension between Western psychiatry
and African spirituality.
Pieter Odendaal is a poet, performing artist, translator, and composer.
His debut volume, Asof geen berge ooit hier gewoon het nie (Tafelberg),
was awarded the 2019 Ingrid Jonker prize. He is co-author of the
poetry translation volumes Many Tongues (2013) and ConVerse (2018).
Odendaal is the co-founder of InZync Poetry and is currently completing
his PhD in ecologically related poetry at the Queensland University of
Technology in Brisbane. The multilingual poetry production What the
Water Remembers (Woordfees 2020) is the result of this research.

“My verloopte kinders
groei elke dag aan.
’nVervloë familie bly nog
altyd boom. Ek is jou
eerste wortels in hierdie
land. En nou ook jou
laaste takke in die wind,
my liefste, allerdoodste
blaarknop van ’n
agterkleinkind.”
14

grot

BY KANYA VILJOEN
grot is the story of four students who go to the Karoo for a weekend of
final fieldwork on the Karoo Mermaid, sometimes better known as the
Kaaiman. It is over this weekend that one of the students disappears.
In a set of interviews, many opinions are raised about the mermaid, the
research, and the disappearance. Some believe that she committed
suicide, others that she was accidentally killed, or that the well-known
myth of the mermaids came true and that they took her in a cave. The
piece, which is presented in Afrikaans, isiXhosa and English, explores
the ideas around myths, memory, intimacy and what it means to lose
someone, or to remember them.
Kanya Viljoen is a writer, director and film and theatre maker in Cape
Town. She is currently working on her Master’s degree where she
specialises in Practice as Research under the Andrew W. Mellon research
group at the University of Cape Town. Viljoen’s work includes: RAAK
(nominated for a kykNET Fiësta and for which she was nominated by
SA Theatre Magazine as best emerging director); mank (for which she
received a writing scholarship at the 2018 Teksmark); Die Skrif Is Aan Die
Muur (nominated for a Kanna Award); and Jessie, Die Man and Die Maan
(which was presented as part of the Jakes Gerwel writers’ residence, in
collaboration with Suidoosterfees, NATi and Artscape).

“Ek weet nie hoe om dit
verduidelik sonder om soos ’n
hippy te klink nie, maar ek het
geweet, ek het ’n voorgevoel gehad
die oomblik toe sy my gevra het,
dat iets nie reg was nie. Iets was
af. Elliot se mense-stemme wat
ons sou bly roep tot die punt waar
ons ontdek dat ons besig was om
te verdrink. Dwarsdeur daai trip,
was ons besig om te verdrink.”
TEKSMARK 2020
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lingxoxo zelobola
BY ANELE KOSE

This story is about the cultural values and customs that the Xhosa
nation has preserved for centuries. lingxoxo zelobola refers to
lobola negotiations – when two families meet about the price of
the daughter that the son of the other family wants to marry. The
theme is about voicing women’s views and concerns about their
daughters and sons. The Xhosa culture silences them, depriving them
of the right to be part of these negotiations. It also highlights the
greediness of men who want to benefit from the lobola in private as
they negotiate alone in the matter of lobola.
Anele Kose is a 36-year-old poet, writer, and actor. Born in a small
village called Fort Murray in King William’s Town in the Eastern Cape,
Kose started writing at a young age. He has worked with different
theatre makers from South Africa and other countries, with the goal
to become a published play write, novelist and poet. Writing is his
sanctuary.

“Ndicela singenzi
isintu isiko kuba
ayililo eli, futhi
ayisoze ibelilo.
Masimamelane,
sicebisane qha
qwaba.”
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It’s my baby

BY XOLISA NGUBELANGA
It’s my baby is set in Mountain-Foot, where widowed Mrs Hollard
struggles to keep her farm going after the murder of her husband, Ou
Baas. Justice is served when Sipho is sentenced to three years, but an
ironic twist follows when Robert, the farmer’s son, insists that Jacob is
not fired, stating his innocence. An air of suspicion lingers on the farm
as Mrs Hollard and Jacob must honour Robert’s wishes. Precious returns
from maternity leave with a baby and news that Sipho has been released
from jail, as tensions on the farm reach boiling point.
Xolisa Ngubelanga is a writer, youth development facilitator, theatre
maker and activist from the Eastern Cape in South Africa. He is founder
of Jo Kinda – People, an arts-based organisation that uses theatre to
rehabilitate learning environments in high schools in Port Elizabeth and
Pearston. As a writer, Ngubelanga has written numerous plays including
Flamebook (Standard Bank Standing Ovation Award winner at the 2017
NAF) and Dinner with Bantu which was read at the National Black
Theatre Festival 2019 in the United States. He holds a Master’s degree in
Creative Writing from Rhodes University.

“These are dangerous
times to be a farmer...
with Robert not
coming to the farm
anymore I need
someone to trust.”
SUIDOOSTERFEES NATI RISING STARS PROJECT

TEKSMARK 2020
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Kokon

BY CARLO DANIELS
Kokon is set on the Cape Flats. It is a physical play with a surrealistic
element and tells the story of Josh, a high school student who struggles
with his sexual identity because it victimises him in a community of
cyber, physical, verbal and emotional bullying. There is a cruelty that
breeds just under the social mask of this place. This play seeks to reveal
the social front. Through movement and sound images, the audience
travels through this intense tragedy of Josh and his loved ones.
Carlo Daniels grew up in Mitchells Plain, where he started acting and
singing on street corners. He started working professionally and went
on to do many theatre productions including some David Kramer
productions. In 2016 he toured the Eastern Cape to perform for children
as part of Clowns Without Borders South Africa (CWBSA) and began
training in physical theatre and theatre making at the Magnet Theatre
the same year. Onweer, a play he wrote and directed, won at the
Zabalaza Festival at the Baxter Theatre in 2018. He was nominated for a
Fleur du Cap Award in 2020 for his solo performance in Klippies Van Die
Grond.

“Die huis is stil,
ek is alleen in die
stilte, alleen by
die huis. Ek staan
alleen voor die
groot donker kas.”
SUIDOOSTERFEES NATI RISING STARS PROJECT
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Love, Lafras

BY CAITLIN WIGGILL
Love, Lafras is based on the true story of Caitlin Wiggill’s family ghost.
When Lafras died, the family worried, because Gertie simply carried on
as if he had never left. That was until they entered the house to find him
sitting in his favourite armchair. In the play, Gertie struggles to reconcile
her life with her husband’s half-life. Lafras cannot sustain his form
permanently. As they experience a second honeymoon in their marriage,
he slowly loses his strength and presence. Gertie knows what she must
do. Despite Lafras’ protests, she decides to join him in the afterlife. After
all, a life without Lafras is simply not a life worth living.
Caitlin Wiggill is originally from Port Elizabeth and completed her
Master’s in Drama and Theatre Studies at Stellenbosch University in
March 2020. She was the recipient of the John McGrath Scholarship for
the Scottish Universities’ International Summer School in 2019, and her
play God is a Woman was the featured play for the Artscape New Voices
Programme in the same year. God is a Woman is currently being adapted
for film and will feature one of the first transgender characters on the
channel. This is Wiggill’s third appearance at Teksmark. Her texts Carpets
and A Prayer Group Called Water Wings were previously featured.

“There was
nothing. Not
Heaven, not Hell.
But maybe it was
Heaven because
there were only
images of you there,
my love.”
TEKSMARK 2020
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Mannetjie

BY GERHARD VISAGIE
Mannetjie is a boy trying to survive his teenage years in an orphanage.
In this two-hander we experience the trauma of sexual abuse that
breaks so many children. The euphemistic use of concepts like bullying is
challenged and the real effect it has on children is shown. The violence
of older boys against younger boys is terrible and fathomless. It also
exposes the range of adults who so easily desert children. Doing nothing
allows the guilty to get away with their deeds. Mannetjie searches for his
own identity and strives toward finding his place in the sun.
Gerhard Visagie obtained a BA degree and HED at the University
of Stellenbosch and is currently an English teacher in Fraserburg.
He obtained a Hons BEd (cum laude) in 2010. Since 2008, he is the
Chairperson of the annual Fraserburg Logan Drama Festival.

“Kinders is
amper nes
grootmense:
hulle vertel jou
nie die eerste
keer alles nie…”
SUIDOOSTERFEES NATI RISING STARS PROJECT
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Hiding / Pakslae

BY JEANI HEYNS, CHAD BAAI AND ZOË CHETTY
Matthew and Helena Lewis have finally found their own apartment in
Woodstock. It’s move-in day, and it is tense. What follows is an episodic
unpacking of each character’s background and humanity.
Chad Baai, Jeani Heyns and Zoë Chetty are all students at the
Waterfront Theatre School. Throughout their studies, they have
worked diligently at their craft, respectively featuring in many student
productions, as well as professional ones. Baai boasts with roles in WTS’s
production Spring Awakening, and David Kramer’s Danger’s in the Dark.
Chetty majors in Drama and Dance at WTS and is planning to do her
Associates in tap dancing within the next year. She also participated in
the school’s choreographic competition. Heyns is continually exploring
theatre-making during her studies. She has directed and starred in De
Badt (Woordfees Fringe), choreographed for the school’s choreographic
competition, designed costumes for the school’s Spring Awakening and
Urinetown, and also starred in Urinetown as Senator Fipp.

“You hear me? I
am the man of this
house.”
“Maybe if you start
making more than
me, then you can
be the man of this
house.”
TEKSMARK 2020
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Pelegi

BY TSHEGOFATSO MABELE
Pelegi, meaning birth in Setswana, is a multi-lingual, afro-centric play
that focuses on African spirituality. It is based on The Witchcraft
Suppression Act of 1957. It looks closely on a community in Rustenburg
that is threatened with incarceration and execution for practising
their ancestral beliefs. A priest opens a church in the community and
begins to enforce the suppression act towards the people who believe
in ancestors. As a result of their spiritual oppression, a curse befalls the
community. Nora, Dikeledi’s mother, tries to protect her daughter from
the community discovering that she has an ancestral spiritual gift. When
Nora realises that Dikeledi is struggling to keep her gift contained, Nora
is forced to break the law to not only save Dikeledi’s life, but the lives of
others.
Tshegofatso Mabele is enthusiastic about African theatre. She took
part in a gender-based violence play by Napo Masheane called Khwezi
say my name; directed a community nominated play called Our Land;
and participated in the play Umabatha directed by Josias Dos Moleele,
where she played multiple roles to illustrate her dynamic abilities. She is
in a female group called The Pillars, consisting of young women creating
afro-centric creative work. They wrote and directed two plays, Malebone
and These Men. She mentors the Udumo Entertainers, a community
group in Mamelodi with which she aims to impart skills to her peers to
financially support their families through art. To her, a career in the arts
is a calling.

“Nako ya eng? Wa etsi
ngwanake, gore dilo tse tsa
Badimo are no longer allowed.
I heard gore monna wa Mme
Josephina was taken in the
middle of the night and he
hasn’t returned since.”
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The Infinite Woman
BY MISHA KRYNAUW

The Infinite Woman is a homage to the legacy of a mother’s love, and
an effort to peel back the layers smothering the interactions in a family
of women haunted by both their past and their present. There are
themes of generational trauma, mental health, identity, magical realism,
womanhood, susceptibility, spirituality, and death. The main character,
Anna Meyer, is experiencing a mental break, building for herself a reality
in which she can survive her mother’s suicide. This reality includes her
grandmother, her first ghost, and two versions of herself that are marked
in her memory, which she now sees as siblings.
Misha Krynauw is a first-time playwright, long-time art critic, poet, and
essayist. A creative writer from Cape Town, hoping to add to the legacy
of queer, coloured art in South Africa.

“Do you believe
in magic? The
kind that can
save you from
the apocalypse
of your
mother’s life?”
SUIDOOSTERFEES NATI RISING STARS PROJECT
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The Spotlight Tonight
BY IAN TUCKER

A young female comedian and an older male performance artist meet
backstage at a televised talent show which is running late. The Spotlight
Tonight takes a backstage peek at these two very different artists as
they prepare for their moment in the spotlight. The Comic is bubbly,
refreshing, and unfiltered. The Artiste is guarded, uptight, even tortured.
Is he preparing to unveil a last twisted, vengeful performance piece? The
Comic must play it cool and smart to ensure the talent show doesn’t turn
into a killing spree. This play is a light comedy which veers darker as it
unfolds. The piece explores themes of art and performance and human
connection, as well as the hyper stimulation and frenzied expectations
of modern talent shows. It touches on the desire for fame and its dark
flipside - notoriety.
Apparently in these weird times, ‘pivoting’ is all the thing. Seven years
ago, Ian Tucker pivoted from a corporate background into more creative
enterprises. He cut his creative teeth making short films, writing spec
scripts, and helping on corporate videos. After a stint as a wedding and
function videographer which he found to be fun and interesting, but
creatively limiting, Tucker dived into producing, writing, directing, and
comedy. He recently developed an animation project for Triggerfish
Animation, ran the popular Let’s Bounce Comedy nights, produced
the film Mister Festival starring Rob van Vuuren (in post-production),
developed genre film projects for Bench Films, and wrote and performed
comedy.
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Comedian: Aargh, this waiting around, it’s
making me overthink things. Like what if I die
horribly tonight, and it ends up on YouTube.
My epic fail out there for the whole world to see.
Imagine, people I don’t know and will never meet,
judging me in the most brutal fashion. I’ll have
to curl up in bed for a week with a litre of vodka,
and stuff my face with cake... Ja, Red Velvet cake.
And Grey Goose Vodka. With Valium for nibbles
between meals. Oh yeah, I will take back my
power, girl!

What We Wish For
BY MIKE VAN GRAAN

What We Wish For explores the controversial and topical theme of
mercy killing or assisted dying in the context of other social, ethical and
moral questions, juxtaposing themes of dignity of life to sanctity of life.
These themes are explored through a family of four, two parents and
their two twenty-something children.
Mike van Graan graduated from the University of Cape Town with a
BA Honour’s degree in Drama and is currently registered for a PhD
through the University of Pretoria, where he was awarded an Honorary
Doctorate in 2018 in recognition of his creative and advocacy work.
To date, Van Graan has written 35 plays with Little Red Riding Hood
and the Big Bad Metaphors, his 2019 play about the Sustainable
Development Goals, being prescribed for study by IEB schools from 2021.
Van Graan is one of the initiators of the Sustaining Theatre and Dance
(STAND) Foundation that aims to support South Africa’s contemporary
dance and theatre ecosystem.

Adrian: (quietly) Think
about the good that will
come of this. Someone will
get Josh’s heart... his kidneys
will lengthen the life of
another person...
Beverley: (breaking free
from Adrian) Vultures!
Waiting for our son to die...
Adrian: Isn’t that what
your God did? Let his son
die so that we all may live?
TEKSMARK 2020
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The Valley of the Shadow

BY QONDISWA JAMES, TANKISO MAMABOLO,
TIISETSO MASHIFANE, MALIKA NDLOVU, WESSEL PRETORIUS
AND MIKE VAN GRAAN
This play was written during the Covid-19 national lockdown, and while
it does not mention the coronavirus at all, The Valley of the Shadow
explores themes which this period has laid bare: confrontation with
our mortality, the meaning of life and what really matters, all of these
in the context of a country still struggling with racism, gross inequality,
gender-based violence and the like.
Qondiswa James is a cultural worker and theatre-maker currently
pursuing her Master’s degree in Live Art, Interdisciplinary and Public Art
at UCT’s Institute of Creative Arts.
Tankiso Mamabolo is an actor, composer, singer and writer; a graduate
of UCT’s Drama Department and originally from Mthatha in the Eastern
Cape.
Tiisetso Mashifane graduated from Rhodes University with a BA in
Politics and International Studies, Philosophy and Dramatic Arts and is
the author of her acclaimed debut play, Sainthood.
Malika Ndlovu is an internationally published poet, playwright, performer
and an arts manager with more than 25 years’ experience in the sector.
Wessel Pretorius graduated from the University of Stellenbosch and
has since been celebrated for his various roles as an actor, writer and
theatre-maker.
Mike van Graan is a veteran playwright who was appointed to
coordinate this group and synthesise the writing into its final form.

Tina: Yesterday it was someone’s mother. The day before it was a
young girl who choked on her broccoli. And the day before that, there
were two more... a singer who offed herself. And a struggle veteran
I’ve never heard of. Rest in power this. Taken too soon that. (Sighs)
Facebook’s like one big obituary column at the moment. I’m thinking
of migrating to Instagram. Sunsets. Cats. Babies learning to walk...
And travel photos. (Lustfully sighs) Other people’s travel photos...
26
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TEKSMARK 2020 • PROGRAMME

WEDNESDAY 28 OCTOBER
TEKSMARK
2020
10:00 – WELCOME

10:30 TO 13:00 – SESSION 1

14:00 TO 17:00 – SESSION 2

KOKON
CARLO DANIELS

WHAT WE WISH FOR
MIKE VAN GRAAN

Extract directed by Carlo Daniels
With Abigail Mei, Beviol Swartz
and Darion Adams
!NAU AND ANDER DRAMA
JOLYN PHILLIPS

Extract directed by Amelda Brand;
Music by Frazer Barry
With Charlton George, Deniel
Barry, Frazer Barry and Jolyn
Phillips
BIENTANG
RIANA SCHEEPERS

Extract directed by Niël Rademan
With June van Merch, Lindi-Heila
Smit and Gertjie Besselsen
PELEGI
TSHEGOFATSO MABELE

Extract directed by Tshegofatso
Mabele
With Lesego Chauke, Mthuthuzeli
Zimba, Tankiso Mamabolo,
Tshegofatso Mabutla and Zamah
Nkonyeni

Extract directed by Greg Karvellas
With Aldo Brincat, Alicia
McCormick, Denise Newman, and
Stefan Erasmus
AL DRA ’N AAP ’N GOUE RING
MARGO KOTZÉ

Extract directed by Hennie van
Greunen
With Conradie van Heerden, Eldon
van der Merwe. Marion Holm and
Veronique Jephtas
DROOMWERK
PIETER ODENDAAL

Extract directed by Wolf Britz
With Herman Binge, Melanie
Scholtz, Thami Baba and Wian
Taljaard
IT’S MY BABY
XOLISA NGUBELANGA

Extract directed by Xolisa
Ngubelanga
With Delia Meyer, Vuyokazi
Ngemntu, Vela Zozo and Xolisa
Ngubelanga
IINGXOXO ZELOBOLA
ANELE KOSE

Extract directed by Peggy
Zinziswa Matloga and Anele Kose
With Lulama Masimini, Phumeza
Matoti, Thando Mthi, Thembani
Luzipho and Thembekile Komani
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29 OCTOBER
0 •THURSDAY
PROGRAMME
10:00 TO 13:00 – SESSION 3

14:00 TO 17:00 – SESSION 4

MANNETJIE
GERHARD VISAGIE

ASKARIA
DIANNE DU TOIT ALBERTZE

THE SPOTLIGHT TONIGHT
IAN TUCKER

COVID MOONS
CLARE STOPFORD

Extract directed by Rafiek
Mammon
With Gerhard Visagie and Stephren
Saayman

Extract directed by Tara Notcutt
With Carel Nel and René Cloete
DIE WORKSHOP
FABIAN RAINERS

Extract directed by Abduragman
Adams
With Abduragman Adams, Gary
Naidoo, and Keeno-Lee Hector
DIE SONDIGE SEWE
NIËL RADEMAN

Extract directed by Niël Rademan
With Carla Smith and Len-Barry
Simons
THE INFINITE WOMAN
MISHA KRYNAUW

Extract directed by Dianne Du Toit
Albertze
With Cintaine Schutte and
Martelize Kolver

Extract directed by Clare Stopford
With Nicol Steyn and Sipumziwe
Lucwaba
PAKSLAE / HIDING
JEANI HEYNS, CHAD BAAI AND ZOË
CHETTY

Extract directed by Jeani Heyns
With Chad Baai, Joshua Human,
Michael Human and Zoë Chetty
LOVE, LAFRAS
CAITLIN WIGGILL

Extract directed by Caitlin Wiggill
With Antoinette Kellermann and
André Roothman

Extract directed by Caitlin Wiggill
With June van Merch, Lee-Ann van
Rooi and René Cloete

GUEST SPEAKER: WILLIAM DERESIEWICZ
THURSDAY, 29 OCTOBER AT 16:30

William Deresiewicz, an award-winning essayist and critic, talks about his
newly published book The Death of the Artist: How Creators Are Struggling
to Survive in the Age of Billionaires and Big Tech. A deeply researched
warning about how the digital economy threatens artists’ lives and work.

FRIDAY 30 OCTOBER
10:00 TO 13:00 – SESSION 5
ALLEENSAAM
WIM VORSTER

Extract directed by Wolf Britz
With Keanen Engel, Stian Bam and Trude Gunther
GROT
KANYA VILJOEN

Extract directed by Thembela Madliki
With Anoecha Kruger, Eldon van der Merwe, Jane de Wet, Qondiswa
James and Bongile Mantsai

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OF CREATIVES

SPEAKER: OLGA WYNGAARD Copyright expert working in the publishing
industry (LLB and LLM Stellenbosch University)

An information session on the rights and interests of authors,
screenwriters and producers. How to protect these rights and
interests and how they can be enforced.
BUT, BABY I LOVE YOU
ANDRICO GOOSEN

Extract directed by Tinarie van Wyk Loots
With Carel Nel and Nhlanhla Mkhwanazi
THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW
QONDISWA JAMES, TANKISO MAMABOLO, TIISETSO MASHIFANE WA NONI,
MALIKA NDLOVU, WESSEL PRETORIUS AND MIKE VAN GRAAN

Extract directed by Wessel Pretorius
With Qondiswa James and Tiisetso Mashifane wa Noni
13:30 – CLOSING
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
EVALUATION PANEL
Marthinus Basson
Diane de Beer
Mdu Kweyama
Tshegofatso Mabutla
Ilse Oppelt
Tracey Saunders
Morné Steyn

KUNSTE ONBEPERK STAFF
Hugo Theart
Lizané Basson
Shael Laminie
Daleen Witbooi
Colleen Swartz
Nicolaas de Jongh
Bernard le Roux
(Dryland Event Management)

PROGRAMME DESIGN
LeRoux Germishuizen
(Brand Public Agency)

KUNSTE ONBEPERK INTERNS

TEXT EDITING

Nageline Baartman

J.C. Aucamp

Shandré Harris

PHOTOGRAPHER

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Nardus Engelbrecht

Adrian Patrick
Daventia Kennedy

Franky Steyn

NATi RISING STARS
A Suidooster Festival Project, supported by the Jakes Gerwel Foundation and
Artscape
Jana Hattingh, Rafiek Mammon, Abduragman Adams, Faren Essau and Theo Kemp

THANK YOU
NATi

Cornelia Faasen
BAXTER THEATER CENTRE

Lara Foot, Fahiem Stellenboom, Beth Jeffery, Libie Nel, Marisa Steenkamp,
Leon van Zyl, Jeremy Blackburn, Mdu Kweyama, Tshegofatso Mabutla
en alle ondersteuningspersoneel
WINE SPONSOR		

AV & STREAMING FACILITIES

			DPK • hello@dpk.co.za
			083 226 1684
MAHARAJ-RESTAURANT

Theresa Peters

ALL PLAYWRIGHTS, DIRECTORS AND ACTORS
FOR THEIR TIME AND PARTICIPATION.
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BECOME A BAXTER COFFEE ANGEL
Soon after the lockdown and national state of
disaster were first announced in South Africa,
in March this year, the Baxter Theatre Centre
embarked on an innovative financial sustainability
campaign, called Baxter Coffee Angels. The ask
was simply for patrons, theatre and arts lovers to
donate as little as R30 a month (the price of a cup
of coffee), or more (where possible), to ensure the
iconic theatre’s financial sustainability during this
time and into the future.

Become a Baxter Coffee Angel today by visiting

www.baxter.co.za
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